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END OF USE TIRES AS NEW RESOURCE

Scrap tires come in the collection area and to be selected according
to their typology (car tires or truck tires). This operation has become
necessary since truck tires, before any shredding operation, must be
de-beaded, to reduce wear and tear on the shredder and
consecutive size reduction machines.

PROCESS

PROCESS
Tire size reduction is obtained through a preliminary shredding process; at this step, if requested,
tire chips (approx 1" ÷ 2") are extracted and used as fuel in incinerator or in cement industry.
After preliminary shredding tire chips, through a conveyor belt, enter in a granulator and reduced
to a size smaller than 3/8” (10 mm). The granulator is contained into a soundproofed box.
Tire granules comes to a vibrant plate that "opens" the material. Over this is placed a magnetic
separator, equipped with a permanent magnet that attract steel filaments, separated from rubber
after the granulation step. The steel is finally packed into appropriate container.

PROCESS
In the final step rubber granules are submitted to a cleaning process that
eliminates steel and fiber residuals and, thanks to the employment of two
conveyors, final product will be stored in 2 m3 big-bags.
The industrial plant is equipped with many suction pipe and with a sophisticated
filtering system that guarantees, for the air introduced in atmosphere, a
percentage of dusts inferior than the quantity indicated in the rules in force.

PRODUCTS
Scrap tires, during the recycling process, undergo a series of mechanical treatments
allowing separation and warehousing of rubber, steel and fiber. Recycled rubber seems
like crumbs, it's stored according to granule dimensions (2÷4 mm and less than 1 mm) in
2 m3 Big-Bags and used in many applications.

Crumbed rubber

PRODUCTS
The steel extracted from tires, is stored in proper containers and dispatched in
steelworks.

Steel extracted from tires

PRODUCTS
Textile fiber is separated
and stored through a
complex aeration plant.
An opportune filtering
system make sure the
absence of fiber particles
in atmosphere.

Fiber

Recycled rubber
extracted from
shredded wasted tires,
finds large scale
application in civil and
industrial field. The
tire, considered a waste
before shredding, be
transformed in new raw
material, becoming
integral part of a new
product.

APPLICATIONS
RMA (Rubber Modified Asphalt)
Very diffused commercial applications of RMA floorings
began in Arizona in the 60'. Its use had doubled since
1995 to 1999. Adding crumbed rubber to the warm
bitumen improves performances, as has been verified
on thousand kilometers of highways.
The advantages include:
- decreasing of holes, reflex and cracks due to heat
(fig.1);
- better ice-proofing properties;
- decreasing noise.
A smaller maintenance cost and a meaningfully longer
useful life, are translated in smaller costs for cycle of
life.

cracks and holes in traditional asphalt

CRASH-PROOF FLOORING AND PLAYING FIELDS
Playgrounds and sporting surfaces are frequently covered
with a crumbed rubber layer, and many stadiums have
athletics footsteps realized in recycled material. Of late,
always in sporting field, he is spreading the use of
recycled rubber as essential part of artificial lawns.
Inside playgrounds, a flooring realized with rubber crashproof tiles offers more protection than other solutions, as
gravel and sand, and currently can be less expensive to
be maintained in comparison to other surfaces.
Crash-proof floorings are moreover installed along
swimming pool edges, nursery school and in all that
places in which the risk of crashes is high.
The placing of crash-proof surfaces, occurs in the same
way of traditional flooring, but offers high protection
against crashes.

Crash-proof flooring

STREET FOURNITURE

Recycled rubber is used to make
artificial bumps, crash-proof sidewalk
edges, no-parking signs, etc...

Recycled rubber in street
furniture

BUILDINGS
Greater and less expensive than crumbed rubber with regard to manufacturing process, tire chips
(shredded tires, 10÷20 cm) are used instead of traditional construction materials as road filler, gravel,
smashed rock or sand in a variety of construction projects. Tire chips are also used as ballast filler and
containing wall, draining material and sound-proof sheets under road surfaces and walls.
Shredded tires can be considered an improvement for traditional materials given its low density, simple
installation, and finally offers best draining properties and thermal isolation.
Crumbed rubber, in the form of sheets, is used instead in housebuilding as waterproofing and as
thermal and acoustic insulator.

Crumbed rubber in buildings

BUILDINGS

PLASTIC-RUBBER MIXTURES
Combining crumbed rubber with a plastic binding is a very economic way to produce a
material that can be worked as plastic (injection molding and extrusion), but with the
elastic properties of rubber.

BUILDINGS
AUTOMOTIVE
Tires manufacturing consumes 65% of all rubber products maked in the world, but it is
not a candidate for an extensive reuse of recycled rubber, at the actual state of
technology. Given that speed and safety requirements and other performance of tires, is
necessary that them is produced only with natural rubber. But, mixing a small
percentage of recycled rubber with natural rubber, involves some advantages in the
manufacturing process.
In the present state producers are usual to use crumbed rubber as filler, to produce solid
tires, car mats and insulating panels.
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TPA COMPLETE TIRE RECYCLING PLANT
Manufacturer: TPA - Average output 2500 kg/h depending on % truck and car tires - Production of granulate 0-2 mm and 2-4 mm. - Shredder used for
some weeks, the second part just tested with a few worked hours only. - Constructed in 2006, started in 2008. Made of :
1- Metal ring stripper one-step x 2 rings removal Max 50 tires/hour 22 kw motor dimensions : 4945x1900x1490 mm 2500 kg.
2- Double-shaft shredder SP1500 managed by PLC n.15 x 50 mm knives 98 mm thick in
hardened steel on 6 sectors, base dimensions : 2300x2300x1840 - mm. 2x75 kw hydraulic
power drive - cutting chamber 1100x1423,5 mm. - dim.4000x1375x635 mm. 9000 kg.
3- shutter-type conveyor belt 1000 mm.wide, step 100 mm.13 m.long - curve at 30°4- Classifier 1300x3000 mm. in sturdy steel structure
5- coveyor belt 1200 mm.wide x 5 m.long
6 - conveyor belt 1200 mm wide x 15 m.long
7- Conveyor belt 1000 mm.wide x 13 m long, step 100 mm., automatic inverter, curved at
30°
8- Electrical cabinet for complete management of this first section of the plant, complete
with electric drawings and manual.
9 - shutter type Conveyor belt 800 mm. wide x 11 m. long, step 100 mm.
10 - MCS-2000 single rotor granulator hopper dim.2090x2000x1120 mm., sound proof
cased, n.8 still knives + n.144 (60x40x45 mm) rotating knives in hardened steel
11- shutter type Conveyor belt 800 mm. wide x 11 m. long, step 100 mm.
12 -overbelt Magnetic separator, drum diam. 300 mm. working width 600 mm 0,55 motor

13 - shutter type Conveyor belt 800 mm. wide x 7 m. long, step 100 mm.
14 - Endless screw conveyor diam.350 mm. x 7 m.long
15 - Roto-classifier diam.1300 mm. 5 m.long with 2 separations.
16 - endless screw conveyor diam.350 mm. x 5 m.long
17 - endless screw conveyor diam.350 mm. x 5 m. long
18 - classifying drum in AISI 304 steel structure diam.300 mm. x 800 mm long 0,55 kw motor
19 - classifying drumin AISI 304 steel structure diam.300 mm. x 800 mm long 0,55 kw motor
20 - endless screw conveyor 300 mm diam. x 7 m long
21 - endless screw conveyor 300 mm diam. x 7 m long
22 - density separator SD 15-10 dimensions: 1815x2450x2595 h kg.1360
23 - density separator SD 15-10 dimensions: 1815x2450x2595 h kg.1360
24 - endless screw conveyor diam.350 mm. x 5 m.long with gearbox
25 - endless screw conveyor diam.350 mm. x 5 m.long with gearbox
26 - endless screw conveyor diam. 350 mm. x 7 m.long with automatic inverter
27 - Fine mill 1500 G 5L – 160 kw soundproof cased, antiwear grid, extraction auger
28- Refrigerating air/water system AQL 100P R407C
29 - Refrigerating air/water system LSK 50A1
30 - Dust aspiration system for dust and fabric 90 kw motor, spark detecting system,
31 - Vibro-classifier SPG 800X5000
32 - Endless screw conveyor diam 350 mm. x 6 m.long
33 - electric cabinet with PLC IP54 safe, for complete management - instruction manuals,
electrical drawings

